Demo
[10 minutes]

Teams: 3, 6, 5, 1, 7, 4, 2

You will need to have a power point with four slides only.
  • **First slide:** the title of the project and the names
  • **Second Slide:** important assumptions relates to the final demo
  • **Third Slide:** teamwork experience, what helps, what not going great?
  • **Fourth Slide:** What do you think of Software Engineering approach? Or your understanding about Software Engineering approach?

Demo the following:

1. Manager John Smith logs in and posts three service requests: Thursday Dec. 21, from 5:00pm to 7:00pm, needs two volunteers for canteen services at Omni center concession; Thursday Dec. 21 from 5:00pm to 7:00pm, needs two referees in the arena 1 at Omni center; Friday Dec. 22, from 9:00am to 11:00am ticket selling, needs one volunteer at community center in Onalaska.
2. Volunteer Jane Doe logs in and signed up both service request slots on Thursday Dec. 21.
3. Volunteer Anni Anderson logs in and signed up for referee on Dec. 21 and ticket selling on Dec. 22.
4. Admin searches all the service requests; and searches all the service requests signed up by Anni Anderson.
5. Manager John Smith cancels the ticket selling on Friday Dec. 22.
6. Admin deletes the volunteer Anni Anderson’s account.
7. Admin sends the email(s) for the confirmed schedule
8. Admin posts the report on the website.
9. Show your user manual or help.